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LACCEI STUDENT CHAPTERS
The Student Chapters are an initiative of LACCEI, that had
the support of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) and the Student Platform for Engineering
Education Development (SPEED).

for Latin America, among others - will present us with a
comprehensive overview of regional economic development in
relation to the resulting situation of the pandemic. Members of
different non-governmental organizations will share their
views on entrepreneurship and innovation, in relation to
education, government policies, and trends in support
programs such as incubators and startup accelerators.

MATILDA 3 LAUNCH

The student chapters are born with the objective of uniting the
participants, an international family made up of peers,
academics and professionals belonging to the institutions of the
consortium that can accompany them in the course of their
program. They will be also a tool to create ties that allow its
members to become familiar with an organization whose
operation will be like that of similar institutions, with which
they will interact as professionals. With the chapters, the
students can develop their leadership skills, working towards
the construction of social relationships with colleagues,
academic leaders, and professionals to facilitate the execution
and participation of students in face-to-face trainings and
webinars, access to mentors, participation in competitions and
visits to industrial and business facilities, access to LACCEI
publications and the creation of joint programs and projects.

BUSINESS INCUBATORS
The book "Matilda and Women in Engineering in Latin
America 3" was launched with great success, published in
digital format and available on the LACCEI website for
reading and downloading.
Startup Accelerators
LEIRD2021 is a first level multidisciplinary event in
Entrepreneurship, Innovation and Regional Development, it is
a stage to present and discuss innovations, latest trends, as well
as challenges and proposed solutions.
Within the framework of the Conference there will be a special
space dedicated to Incubators, where they will be able to
present their success stories.
Success is contagious: the success stories of Incubators, startup
accelerators and entrepreneurship support programs always
interest and motivate us all. At LEIRD 2021, it will be possible
to present and publish these types of stories.
A unique opportunity
The conference will take place under the theme "Ideas to
overcome and overcome the crisis created by the pandemic."
Representatives of international organizations - such as the
Organization of American States, the Development Bank of
Latin America and the United Nations Economic Commission
www.laccei.org

Download and read: https://laccei.org/blog/matilda-iii/
The event had its presentation on Wednesday, September 22,
at 6:15 p.m. Colombia time, within the framework of the
ACOFI International Meeting on Engineering Education. This
year the first face-to-face meeting was held of the Latin
American Open Chair Matilda and women in engineering,
editor of the book.
“We have worked hardly, and we are sure that the product is
very interesting. We want to highlight the work of the Editorial
Committee, the reviewers and all the collaborators who made
it possible to meet the planned schedule”.

Roberto Giordano Lerena y Adriana Páez Pino
Compilers – Editors
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